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Product category 
Portable lamp

Production Process 
Manhattan SC52: The base is made from extruded 
aluminum. Battery compartment is made from 
moulded ABS. The shade is made from canvas.

Como SC53: The base and shade is made from 
hand spun aluminium. Battery compartment in 
moulded ABS.

Environment
Manhattan: Indoor
Como: Indoor and outdoor

Materials
Mahattan SC52: Aluminium, Canvas, ABS
Como SC53: Aluminum, ABS

Dimensions  (cm/in)
Mahattan SC52: Ø: 13cm / 5.1in, H: 24.5cm / 9.6in
Como SC53: Ø: 15.6cm / 6.14in, H: 21cm / 8.3in

Design year
2020
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&Tradition launches

Manhattan SC52 & Como SC53
Space Copenhagen
2020

Space Copenhagen’s new portable table lamps come equipped with the latest 
battery-operated technology.

Ensure the ambiance is always right with two new table lamps from Space 
Copenhagen: Manhattan SC52 and Como SC53. Both portable, these pieces are 
equipped with a discreet dimmer that allows for three different settings to match 
lighting to mood. 

Manhattan’s columned base, made from anodized aluminium, lends a subtle ridging 
effect to its industrial silhouette. A cream-coloured canvas shade contrasts with the 
dark vertical base. 

Como is crafted from anodized aluminium, with a sturdy base that tapers up towards 
a mushroom-shaped shade. Although it’s made entirely from metal, there is a 
gentleness to its curves that feels thoroughly contemporary.

Both lamps are equipped with the latest technology to ensure ease of use. They 
boast 11 hours of operating time in the highest setting, with an extra battery option 
for additional operating. A magnetic USB charging cable handles individual charging, 
while a multi-charging tray allows 12 lamps to be charged together. To transport the 
lamps en masse, a trolley has been designed that can carry 36 of them at once. 

“Our new lamps were designed as multipurpose pieces that could be moved easily 
and maintained efficiently,” says Space Copenhagen co-founder Signe Bindslev 
Henriksen. “They will bring a cool, contemporary edge to any space, from a hotel 
bedroom to a restaurant interior.” 

Founded in 2005, Space Copenhagen is a design studio that works across multiple 
disciplines, from furniture and lighting to art installations and interior design. 
Referring to their approach as “poetic modernism,” the studio’s commitment to 
quality and longevity results in contemporary designs with timeless appeal.

SC52 SC53

&Tradition is a Danish design company established in 2010 with the founding principle being 
tradition tied to innovation. Our unique portfolio of furniture and lighting spans from the 1920s 

to the present day and includes designs by internationally renowned designers.


